WHAT TO EXPECT

The following services and activities will be located under the marquee:

**Alumni Area**
Visit the Alumni Area to:
- Sign your official Class of 2018 Banner
- Discover the benefits and privileges of being a U of T Alumnus
- Update address and e-mail information
- Pick-up a special graduation gift
- Learn about the 500,000 + member alumni community

**Convocation Café**
Snacks and refreshments available through the University of Toronto Food Services

**Convocation Ceremony Video Streaming**
All convocation ceremonies will be streamed live to two large TV monitors under the tent

**Flowers**
Celebrate with a fresh bouquet. Flowers will be sold in the Plaza and pre-ordered arrangements will be available for pick-up in the same location

**Information Table**
General information provided by Convocation Ambassadors

**Special Photo Backdrops & Video Corner**
Take a photo in front of one of the special Convocation themed backdrops, and leave a personal message for your family, friends or future students at our Video Corner

**Seating Area**
Relax in our heated seating area

**University of Toronto Bookstore**
On-site diploma framing and an array of graduation gifts

LOCATION
The Convocation Plaza marquee is wheelchair accessible and will be situated on the front campus, King's College Circle, adjacent to Convocation Hall.